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Selection of Hidden Layer Nodes in Neural Networks by 

Statistical Tests 
Özer Ciftcioglu* Erdini; Tiirkcan* 

Abstract 
A statistical methodology for selection of Ihc number 
of hidden layer nodes in feedforward neural networks 
is described. The method considers the network as an 
empirical model for the experimental data set subject 
to pattern classif 'Uion so that the selection process be
comes a model estimation through parameter identifica
tion. The solution is performed for an overdetermined 
estimation problem for identification using nonlinear 
least squares minimization technique. The number of 
the hidden layer nodes is determined as result of hy
pothesis testing. Accordingly the redundant network 
structure with respect to the number of parameters is 
avoided and the classification error being kept to a min
imum. 

I Introduction 
In the last decade a number of feedforward neural net
work applications in many diverse areas is reported 
in the literature. The fast increase of the number of 
applications and application areas is still on the way 
and conspicuous. The underlying reasons for this trend 
can be viewed as the ease in implementations and the 
rather successful ensuing outcomes. It seems that the 
particular application in hand dix;s not need to be mod
elled very much and the solution can be obtained by 
training from empirical data with little or no prior in
formation about the application. In other words, in 
order to determine a sufficiently large training sample 
and an appropriate network architecture, a training al
gorithm is used to adapt the network parameters for an 
acceptable solution for implementation. However, it 
is seldom clearly stated what constitutes a sufficiently 
large training sample and an appropriate network archi
tecture. The appropriate network structure essentially 
concerns the number of hidden layer nodes in a feed
forward neural network. Viewing the complexity mea
sures in classification problems for pattern recognition 
in the way as one considers entropy in communica
tion and coding theory, a criterion for opiimal number 
of hidden layer nodes might be of value to study us
ing Shannon entropy 11 ]. Based on Shannon's entropy 
some results are reported in literature (2. 3]. In the fol
lowing, a method for optimal number of hidden layer 
node», based on hypothesis testing is described to form 
optimal feedforward neural network architecture for a 
particular application in hand. 
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2 Pattern classification and param
eter identification 

Pattern classification takes an important place in the 
study of neural networks. Let us consider a collection 
of data of the form 

where zl is the input vector fonning a pattern; £ is the 
output vector corresponding to iV As result of pattern 
classification it is expected that a functional relationship 
is established so that 

fU) = r (2) 
Here, one can easily see that such a problem is similar 
to classical interpolation and estimation problems, data 
points being replaced by a data vector as a pattern in 
function f(x). The classification is accomplished by 
means of so-called classifiers of a linear form given by 

A' 

XX*j<* (3) 

where wj and 6 are constants to be determined. 

On the other hand, a neural network is composed of 
perceptions. A perccptron is a simple computational 
element which is provided with some number of real 
quantities as input and it performs an affine linear trans
formation of those inputs of the form 

XS*j+« (4) 
J - l 

with a patent computational similarity, referring to in
equality (3) and eventual sigmoidal nonlinearity of the 
form 

0{*) = i (5) 

1 +e '=' 
Hence, it is clear that a pcrceptron can act as a classifier 
in a system for pattern recognition. In a neural network 
system, pcrceptrons are arranged in the form of layers 
so that the output of one layer is taken as the input 
for the following. The outputs of the last layer are 
weighted and summed together to produce the output 
of the network. A network may have multiple outputs 
providing different weightings and summations at the 
last layer. In order to surmise the potential performance 
of a neural network, Cybenko's theorem |4| is essential. 

This implies the universality of neural networks with 
only one hidden layer. However, it makes no com
mitment about the number of nodes needed. In other 
words, given an arbitrary collection of input/output data 
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and hy using a network with adequate number of hidden 
mxles in a single hidden layer, the network parameters 
can be found to achieve any desired modelling error 
criterion. 

Feedforward neural network techniques for classifica
tion and recognition applications may be viewed as non-
model based. That is. a mathematical model relevant 
to the classification problem is not required for the neu
ral network approach to the problem. What is needed 
is a sufficiently large training data and an appropri
ate network architecture so that network parameters are 
adapted in a suitable manner for solution. However, the 
same problem can be considered as a parameter identi
fication problem. Parameter identification involves the 
estimation of parameters for a model from measured 
experimental data points. The model may be based on 
the physical principles underlying a process or it may 
be based on empirical relationship which is the very-
relationship between the neural network input/output 
data, for example. Hence, in this respect, identification 
of the variables in a network structure turns out to be a 
model parameter estimation problem where the neural 
network is a structural model of the problem. The ex
act structure, i.e. number of hidden layer perceptions, 
remaining to be determined. 

In model parameter estimation, the estimated param
eter values minimize some error functional that mea
sures the difference between the experimental data and 
the model estimations from these observations. There 
are several forms of the error functional and a variety of 
techniques for identifying the optimum parameter set to 
minimize the functional. The form adapted for use in 
this work is the weighted least squares error functional. 
The weighted sum of squares of the deviations pro
vides a measure of the discrepancy between the model 
estimation and experimental observations. 

Let us denote that the experimental data point or 'de
mand' is y3 and the neural network output is Y{zi, u) 
where w is the weight parameter vator and x^ is the 
pattern vector of the pattern number j . In the least 
squares method, the minimisation scheme is set up so 
that the function of 'merit' or cost' 

i(y,w) = E[y , - ï r (» i , iü ) ] : (6) 
j 

is minimized with respect to the parameter vector w 
where y is the vector of demands y1 and K(i£, w) is 
the function that estimates the corresponding demand. 
Assuming that the demands y' are experimental yields 
from measurement with statistical uncertainty IT, in y3 

as standard deviation, then for independent measure
ments, the function 

is a random variable with x2 statistics, where wm is 
the weight parameter vector at the minimum; N is the 
number of patterns introduced. 

This statistic reveals whether the solution is consistent 

with experimental accuracy of the data, that is whethci 
Y(x^, tt'm)and jf* are equivalent. II all demands y* are 
obtained from the same instrumentation system, one 
can assume that <r, - a constant and Eq. 7 takes the 
form 

r(»,ïem) = ^ê[» ,-y(^.!üJ !- («) 

The solution should be consistent within the experimen
tal accuracy which implies that the x2 statistics shou! j 
be less than or equal to N. The most likely value is 
X = N - p. where p is the number of parameters being 
estimated |5|. For the number of parameters p\ and p?, 
the variances are defined as 

Using Eq. 8. we write 

TfL(lf.!Em)= -TT^ . I 0°) 
o~ 

with the respective degrees of freedom v\ = JV — pi 
and i* = N - pi. 
Considering that (N - P\)<rx - (*V - p2)<r2 is inde
pendent of <n. as is the case in linear least-squares 
estimation, we form -'.urn Eq. 10 

By the partition theorem for the x:disiribution (6|, 
X2

d is independent of the variable xl and has a x1-
distribution with «/j — p? - p\ degrees of freedom. 
Hence 

X'd / V - P i "> •> 

X:I{N-Pi) tr2 pi~P\ 

is a F„,,„:-distributed variable with v\ = N - p\ and 
^ - N - pi degrees of freedom. 

For the minimization use is made of a rapidly con
vergent variable metric method [7. 8. 9] according to 
Davidon. A brief description is given elsewhere f |0J. 

3 Hypothesis testing 
If the function K(*£, wm) with the number of param
eters pi is an appropriate representation of the demand 
y> then £[<r£(] = E[a^\ = a2, where E is the expec
tation operator. Thus determination of the model order 
represents a hypothesis testing, namely 

»*•<=< (13) 

against the hypothesis 

where Ho is the null hypothesis in the statistical termi
nology. This test cannot be carried out by considering 
the statistic x^ from Eq. 11 as it includes the true vari
ance (r, which is unknown. Therefore, wc have to 
consider the F statistic given by Eq. 12, which has a 
FPl,\-Pl distribution. 
For the application of F-tcst a decision level I must 
be defined in advance, corresponding to type I error 
probability in the hypothesis testing, such that the null 
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hyf>vhes^ i" :«L\vpft*tl it F < I ;ind rejected it F > /. 
The decision level I corresponding to the type I error a 
is computed from « 

Jf(F)dF = a (15) 
i 

where f(F) is the probability density function of the 
F-variable. 

In feedforward neural network, the number of parame
ters pi. pi are related to the number of the hidden layer 
nodes m. so lhat hypothesis testing is performed using 
m and m + 1 number of nodes. 

4 Experimental investigation 
Experimental investigation is performed by means of 
the data from the Borssele nuclear power plant. The 
Borssele power plant is a two- loop pressurized water re
actor with nominal electrical power output of 477 MW. 
The on-line signal analysis system designed for the 
multi-level mode operation is capable of monitoring 
the plant states by Lacking 32 DC and 32 AC signals 
simultaneously since 1983 [11]. In this study two data 
sets (in wide a range of operation) were selected for the 
demonstration of universality of the methodology: 
Two data sets 131 were collected, one during a 9\ hours 
of shutdown and another during nonnal operation with 
temporary power reduction for a certain duration and 
sampled with 8 s/s for AC and I s/s for DC. After
wards the DC data are formed with a sampling rate of 
I s/minule to be used in this study. For the first set the 
corresponding electricity power varied from 375 MWe 
to 91 M We and for the second set the power was reduced 
from 475 MWe to 146 MWe and after a certain lapse 
of lime from 146 MWe to 475 MWe back again. From 
the 32 DC signals the set of selected signals used in this 
study are shown in Fig. 1 and indicated in Table I. 

1 covtriMBi T~ 

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the nuclear 
power plant and the sensors used for the measurements 

The first data set was obtained during the stretch out 
followed by normal shutdown. From the 32 available 
signals the most relevant ones are selected for the test. 
Tabic 1 gives the data sets and the selected signals in 
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Table !: Selected channels and calculated cases 

the neural network application. In the data set 1. a total 
number of 137 patterns are used out of possible 569 
patterns with constant skipping factor of 3 during the 
training. The remaining 21 patterns are considered for 
extrapolation. 
The second data set was obtained from a normal oper
ation including considerable reduction of power for a 
certain time interval. In data set 2, a total number of 
100 pattern are used out of possible 300 patterns with 
constant skipping factor of 2 during the training. 
Several cases (Table 1) have been studied using the 
two different data sets. For data set 1. having 7 differ
ent channels information with relatively little correlated 
signals is used as an input to predict generated electrical 
power. The F-test described in the preceding .section 
resulted in the number of hidden layer nodes as M=4 
for HXX) iterations for training using data set I. in the 
statistical terminology, type I and type II errors arc two 
important concepts [5]. In this work, the type I error 
probability adopted for the F-test is 0.01. The signals 
involved are shown in Table 1 case 4 (also sec Fig. I) 
and the results obtained after the recalling procedure 
ar, given in Fig. 2. Increasing the number of hidden 
layer nodes to 32 (case 5) did not improve the prediction 
error. Increasing the data set up to 10 different chan
nels of information the number of hidden layer nodes is 
found to be 4 again, as in the previous cases. Since the 
information is more compared to the preceding case, 
the prediction error is slightly smaller. 

During normal operation there is a power reduction of 
HY7< for a duration of about 2 h as shown in Figs. 3 
and 4. The number of hidden layer nodes determined 
by the F-test is found to be M=4 (Fig. 3). The same 
experiment is carried out for M=32. Also in this case 
the differences between <iic data for training and the 
predicted values arc not improved (Fig. 4), even they 
are slightly worsened. 
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Figure 2: Extrapolated neural network estimation of 
generated electric power during the normal shut-down 
The fractional error in per cent is indicated at the right, 
were the number of input nodes L=7. number of out
put nodes N=l; hidden layer nodes M-4; number of 
iterations -1000; for data set 1 case3 

L=4. M=4, N=l 1=2000 

TIME (minutes) 

Figure 3: Extrapolated neural network estimation of 
electric power during the normal operation including 
reduction of power (data set 2). Number of iterations 
- 2000, number of hidden layer nodes M=4. 

5 Discussion and Conclusions 
Indeed, the neural networks patently arc suitable for 
using as classifiers. Since the data applied to neural 
network are essentially for patlern recognition, the net
work is in a way art appropriate empirical mcxlel for the 
model parameters, i.e. weights subject to identification. 
In this respect hypothesis testing yields the adequate 
number of weights through the number of hidden layer 
nodes so that iti. true network dimensionality can be 
identified. The excessive number of weights beyond 
those required by the true network's modelling struc
ture are simply redundant and they do not add to the 
network dimensionality at all. This conclusion corrobo
rates with the experimental results which were obtained 
using the same data but different number of nodes al 
the hidden layer determined by the hypothesis testing 
procedure as well as conventional empirical ones. e.g.. 
sec [2|. Indeed, as a matter of fact in the overdelcr-
mined ca.se, the network performance is slightly beller 
as one should expect with reference to classical param
eter estimation problem. In the undcrdciermined case 
the crroi of recognition for pattern recognition is rela
tively higher, the network performance becomes finally 
poor in (his case. 

TfcE (minutes) 

Figure 4: The same experiment as in Fig. 3. only the 
number of hidden layers is raised to 32 

Hence it is to conclude that the hypothesis testing is an 
important tool to identify the number of hidden layer 
nodes in a feedforward neural network structure. Ad
ditionally, as result of the optimization process, the er
rors estimates of the network parameters are obtained 
together with the correlations between the parameters 
through the inverse second derivative (Hessian) ma
trix. This additional information is an important aid for 
further statistical analyses on neural networks. 
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